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All-day guided sea kayaking.

Summer Camp Alaska

Bushwhacking and Kayaking in
Alaska
By Peggy Newland
“We are all by ourselves,” I say to my
husband, Brian, as we
kayak along Walker Cove
in Southeast Alaska. Cliffs
rise 3000 feet above us,
thick spruce line sheer
valleys, and bald eagles
land on branches directly
over our heads. A loon cry
echoes against the granite. A Sitka deer skitters
behind fern outcroppings.
A hawk hovers.
“Yosemite on the ocean,”
Brian finally responds. We
are drifting, awe-stuck,
in Misty Fjords National
Monument, on Day One,
of a seven-day Wilderness Discovery jaunt with
UnCruise. In the distance,
the 38-cabin small ship is a
dot on the horizon, but the
day is long, so we continue
to a waterfall, our kayak
slipping beneath mist.
The next morning, after
a restfully rocking slumber in our comfortable
cabin with open-window
views, we go on a full-day
bushwhack through Yes
Bay and Tongass National
Forest, with guide, Christian.
“This is bear country,”
he tells us. The skiff that
dropped us in backcountry
is gone and our group of
six is alone on the edge of
a trail. Calling out “hey
oh” for warning, Christian
veers off path, up and over

fallen trees, and through
vivid rainforest filled with
salmonberry, highbush
cranberry, yellow cedar,
mountain hemlock, and
thorny devil’s club along a
stream bed. A rufous hummingbird whirs past and
we hear the call of spruce
grouse, warbler, and hermit thrush through fern
forest. After three hours
of trekking, we come to
a hut that overlooks a
glacier-fed pond.
“Anyone for a swim?”
Christian asks, and of
course, this New Englander takes the plunge,
jumping off a rock into the
pristine water.
Back on the ship, after
another bushwhack along
Cleveland Peninsula, we
pile into the onboard hot
tubs as we compare sightings of beaver, golden
eagle, horned owl, goshawk in the lichen-draped
forests. That evening, all
of us adventure discoverers dine on beet-glazed
sockeye salmon with
fennel slaw accompanied
by fingerling potatoes
and haricot and learn that
the next night’s menu is
Dungeness crab, all-youcan eat. It’s like Alaskan
summer camp with fine
dining and good thread
count sheets instead of
bug juice and mystery
stew.
The next day, Brian and
I decide on all-day guided
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Islands of ice cruise past our windows.
sea kayaking along the
Behm Canal. We pass volcanic sea stacks covered
in evergreen, and soon find
hidden coves, where we
glide past seals sunning
themselves on rocks and
sea otters floating, bellyup, in kelp. Eagles fly,
one right after the other,
overhead, as we head to an
empty beach.
“Hey oh,” Christian
shouts, before we sit for
a mid-morning snack of
seven-layer bars and quinoa and cranberry rollups.
Because we are outfitted
in mukluk rubber boots,
we can traverse through
muddy marshes and over
to a tiny island filled with

blueberries before heading back to the kayaks.
We paddle to a silty delta,
where we scoop mineral
rich mud and smooth it on
our faces.
“People pay a lot of
money for this silt,” Christian says. “Decomposed
salmon works wonders on
skin!”
Our cheeks feel smoother after we quickly wash
it off.
The wind picks up
and we push through the
Eastern Passage and head
to distant Polk Point where
we can escape from the
rapid current and quickening gusts. Halfway
through, we slide into a
protected cove near Deadman’s Island, a jagged
outcropping filled with
stories of shipwrecks and
buried bodies in barrels.
Then, another charge
through wind to Point
Highfield, and a tight hug
of shoreline as we head to
Wrangell, one of the oldest towns in Alaska. With
arms burning, we drag the
kayaks onto Petroglyph
State Park Beach and
are quickly rewarded by
finding carved 8000-yearold drawings on volcanic
rocks depicting salmon,
whale, and bear.

That night, after Dungeness crab, we stand on
the top deck, to watch the
captain navigate Wrangell
Narrows, or “Christmas
Tree Lane,”; a narrow
channel of bright red and
green navigation lights.
This is wilderness no large
cruise ship can sail so we
have the pristine Thomas
Bay to ourselves, with a
tour through whale-active
Stephens Passage on the
agenda for tomorrow.
I opt for another bushwhack the next morning while Brian chooses
kayaking again. Christian
spies a great grey owl in a
marshy bog as we spend
time whacking the devil’s
club from the trail. We
hike up a stream to find
pools lined with wildflower
and moss gardens. That
late afternoon, we watch
transient orcas hunting
the passage for salmon
and a family pod stunning
prey with flapping tails.
The bull male’s dorsal fin
is massive as it rises near
the baby and the female,
all of them with white
saddle patches distinctive
against their black bodies.
Humpbacks get into the
action as well, with much
tail smacking and breaching for the late sunset.

The next morning, it’s
glacier cold, being that
the ship is anchored just
off Dawes Glacier. Fjord
cliffs surround us; islands
of ice cruise past our
windows, some holding
sleeping harbor seals and
their pups. We are on the
last skiff to the end of
Endicott Channel and the
inlet is filled with chunks
of blue ice, stories high
and teetering. Christian
navigates through until we
are close to a large wall of
sapphire.
“It’s about to calve,”
Christian says, and
we watch as ice splits
and falls, smashing
hunks into deep sea.
Tidal waves form and
roll toward us, sending
icebergs careening in
all directions. Christian
weaves and steers up
and over and around as
we wait and watch for
more thunderous slabs
breaking apart. We are
spellbound; witnesses to
the wild dissolution of
melting glacier.
That night, on the
deck, bundled up for the
cold, Brian and I stare
out at a landscape of
stars and then watch the
moon rising slowly over
the glacier.

If you go
Another bushwhack.
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UnCruise. www.uncruise.com. 888-862-8881. Small ship adventure-based cruising that
brings you inside the real Alaska. Multiple ships offering compactly comfortable cabins.
Fine dining. Open bar and cocktail of the day specials. Ask for EARLYBIRD20 special for
Alaska trips in 2020 and save $1200 ($600/pp). Book by 12/13/19.

